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is PRACTICE-FOCUSED 
FROM THE BEGINNING.

Each year, approximately 80 students from across the country enroll at the Alexander 

Blewett III School of Law looking for a hands-on approach to legal education.  

Students thrive in an experience-rich environment that integrates theory and practice.
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NATURAL RESOURCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Learn, live and recreate in a place that brings natural resource issues to life. As a community of people 
who revere and rely on natural resources, Montana has long been an innovator in natural resource and 
environmental law. On a campus that the Princeton Review lists as one of the most environmentally 
responsible in the nation, study with professors and clinical supervisors who have practiced in the natural 
resources and environmental arena for years. They will help you master the intricacies of laws such as 
the Clean Water Act and Superfund in class and observe the effects of these laws through field visits.

AMERICAN INDIAN LAW
Take a prominent role in addressing legal issues relating to Indian people and Indian country at 
the only law school in a state with eight federally-recognized tribes. Delve into the complex 
and evolving principles of Indian law and unique relationships among tribal, state and federal 
governments. With substantive Indian law courses and an Indian Law Certificate Program, 
we also have the oldest in-house Indian Law Clinic in the nation, offer a progressive Summer 
Indian Law Program and support an active National American Law Students Association 

COMPETITION TEAMS
Dedicated coaches, quality students and unique curriculum have led Blewett School of Law 
competition teams to many successes. They are consistent contenders both regionally and 
nationally and have placed at international competitions as well. As one of the smallest law 
schools in the nation, we are proud of our teams’ outstanding performance in interscholastic 
competitions. The University of Montana will host the International Negotiation Competition in 

MISSOULA, MONTANA
There is a natural beauty that surrounds Missoula, making learning to practice law here special. 
Join our close-knit community as you prepare for a meaningful career in the public, private or 

SUMMER STUDY ABROAD IN CHINA
China has emerged as one of the world’s most powerful economic forces in today’s global 
economy. The demand is increasing for experts familiar with the ever-changing nature of the 
Chinese economy and with Chinese political and legal systems to provide advisory services to 
businesses and policy-makers. We recognize these needs and offer students the opportunity 

to experience China firsthand in our summer study abroad programs.
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